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A 49-year-old man with an eight-month history of pro-

ductive cough, mucopurulent expectoration without blood,

progressive dyspnea and asthenia, reported worsening for

four months ago, and weight loss (3 kg) in the period. The

patient denied fever. Chest radiography demonstrated cavi-

tating pulmonary opacities. Chest high-resolution com-

puted tomography (CT) was performed (Figure 1). The

initial routine laboratory tests presented normal results.

Figure 1. Chest high-resolution CT at the level of the carina (A) and lower lobes (B).
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Image description

Figure 1. Chest high-resolution CT at the level of the

carina (A) and lower lobes (B) demonstrates the presence

of small nodules, multiple cavitating lesions varying in size

in both lungs, besides peripheral, multifocal consolidations

and ground glass opacities predominating in the lower lobes.

Diagnosis: Pulmonary paracoccidioidomycosis.

Mycological analysis of bronchoalveolar lavage was

performed and identified the presence of fungus in the

direct analysis of the culture medium.
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Paracoccidioidomycosis (PCM), that is also known as

South American blastomycosis, is the most common sys-

temic mycosis in the Latin America and is most frequently

found in Brazil, Argentina, Colombia and Venezuela. The

most affected endemic areas in the world are located in

subtropical regions of Brazil, and the infection is particu-

larly prevalent amongst rural workers. Although most of

cases occur in developing countries, recent immigration

patterns and the increase in international travels have led

to an increasing number of cases of PCM in the United

States of America and Europe(1–8).

PCM is caused by the dimorphic fungus Paracoccidioi-

des brasiliensis. The disease is acquired by inhalation of

infected particles which reach the lungs, causing the pri-

mary infection. PCM is characterized by the involvement

of lungs, lymph nodes, and chronic progression of muco-

cutaneous lesions. Lungs constitute the main targets organs

of the P. brasiliensis and chronic alterations are responsible

for the associated morbidity and mortality. The disease is

generally asymptomatic, but may progress to severe lung

involvement, leading to progressive cough and dyspnea(1–8).

The initial lesion is similar to that of the primary tu-

berculosis complex, and is either controlled by natural de-

fense mechanisms or progresses to symptomatic disease.

Two main clinical presentations are recognized, namely, the

acute presentation and a focal/multifocal chronic presen-

tation. The acute presentation of the disease is most com-

mon in young patients and involves mainly the reticuloen-

dothelial system, while the chronic presentation is most

prevalent in adult male individuals with a predominant

pulmonary and mucocutaneous distribution(1–8).

Pulmonary findings at chest radiography in patients

with chronic PCM are frequently multiple and nonspecific.

Such findings have been described as linear reticular opaci-

ties, nodules varying in size, ill defined opacities, air-space

consolidation and cavitation. In endemic areas, the find-

ing of bilateral and symmetrical opacities in the central

regions of the lungs in association with emphysema in the

lung bases is suggestive of the disease. In chronic pulmo-

nary PCM, architectural distortion, paracicatricial emphy-

sema and traction bronchiectasis represent common mani-

festations of fibrosis(9,10).

High-resolution CT is frequently performed to inves-

tigate pulmonary infections, PMC included. Such imaging

method can identify pulmonary abnormalities in patients

whose chest radiography presented normal results, and is

more sensitive to characterize the pattern and extent of the

alterations. The most common CT findings include ground

glass opacities, consolidation, small/large nodules, masses,

cavitation, interlobular septa thickening, emphysema and

fibrotic lesions. Most frequently, parenchymal bands and

architectural distortion represent chronic disease. Most of

such lesions predominate in the peripheral and posterior

regions, involving all the regions of the lungs, with a slight

predominance in the middle regions(3–8). PCM is also a rel-

evant cause of reversed halo signal at high-resolution CT and

should be taken into consideration in the differential diag-

nosis(4,11). Recently, cystic masses were described in pulmo-

nary PCM(12). The high-resolution CT findings in patients

with acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) and

PCM are similar to those observed in non-AIDS patients(13).

Although the pulmonary involvement is the most com-

mon finding in cases of chronic disease, PCM may also

present with extrapulmonary alterations such as involve-

ment of the trachea and lymph nodes, pneumothorax and

bone lesions. Tracheal PCM and tuberculosis seem to have

similar dissemination patterns. The CT findings in patients

with tracheal PCM include irregular circumferential thick-

ening of tracheal walls, with submucosal nodules(8,14).

Despite the frequent involvement of the lymphatic sys-

tem, hilar or mediastinal lymph nodes enlargement are un-

common. Abnormality of lymph nodes is reported in only 13%

of cases, and pleural effusion is uncommon both in acute

and chronic presentations of the disease. Pneumothorax

secondary to PCM has been reported, probably caused by

rupture of an air-containing space (emphysema, either with

or without development of bubbles, or cavitary lesion)(15).

Bone involvement in PCM is uncommon and results

primarily from hematogenous dissemination of the disease.

A review of 173 consecutive cases of acute and chronic

PCM has shown bone lesions in only 1.7% of cases(9). In

spite of being rare, bone or joint lesions occur most fre-

quently in cases of the juvenile presentation of the disease,

particularly in children(16–18). For this reason, the associa-

tion between pulmonary and bone lesions is extremely rare.

The recognition of CT findings associated with pulmo-

nary PCM may be useful for an early diagnosis and insti-

tution of the specific treatment, thus reducing the morbidity

and mortality associated with the disease.
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